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metaphor to express the concept of territorial user interface, a novel type of a 
distributed user interface that is regulated not by the physical principles of 
platforms or the implementation constraints imposed by widgets, but by the 
interpersonal space end users have among themselves.



Territoriality theory (Scott and Carpendale)

Personal territories : to carry out 
autonomous activities/tasks  ; “provide a 
visible and accessible area for other 
members of the group, allowing them to 
follow the autonomous activities of a 
teammate”; 
Group territories : a space to work on the 
product of the task and to help each other; 
Storage territories : to organize the resource 
elements on the table; they can be created 
on auxiliary surfaces that can be moved 
around the table. 

And a fourth type of territory is introduced by Li, Greenberg et Sharlin : private territories



Workshop objectives

Exploring different approaches to design interactive applications for groups of users 
using a set of interacting surfaces to perform their tasks with an optimal user 
experience. 

A discussion group in order to put each person’s work in perspective with the 
notion of territoriality applied to ambient computing and multiple devices. 

The territoriality theory may serve as a basis for the design of complex interactive 
applications of quality. 

From these discussions will emerge a mapping of models and design methods that 
could be mutualized and combined.



Contributions

• To establish a literature review on the potential implications of the 
concept of territoriality in computer science. 

• To make the link between the concept of territoriality and that of 
distributed interfaces, 

• To list the models that could be used to design and develop the type 
of interactive applications targeted. 

• To propose a method for developing interfaces by identifying input 
and output elements, guidelines and constraints to be respected. 

• To identify case studies that can illustrate the problem and proposed 
solutions. 



23th june afternoon

14h : Accueil 

14h15 : Workshop ENTRAIN Introduction

14h30 : Keynote "l'étude de territorialité dans les espaces de travail distribués" : Laurent Taskin

16h -17h : Travaux Lyon : Bertrand David

Travaux Louvain, Jean Vanderdonckt

Travaux Valenciennes : Christophe Kolski

Travaux Nice : Philippe Renevier

17h : Discussion
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